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Abstract. In the article a question is analyzed in relation to forms of influence of positive legal regulation on the state of satisfaction of human needs and interests, namely:

a) a direct that relates to the legal needs itself. It consists that through these or other remedies such needs (interests) can be fully satisfied (one hundred percent);

b) indirect, which addresses all other needs and consists in promotion and satisfaction human needs and interests through a variety of legal means.

It has also been reviewed the basic directions of indirect influence of legal regulation on the state of satisfaction of human needs and interests:

1) descriptive (objectifying) (defining the content of human needs and interests);
2) orientation (indicating the person what tools and in what order it should use to satisfy a particular need and interest);
3) comparable (influencing the formation of a hierarchy of needs and interests according to their importance to the subject);
4) distribution (legal regulation serves as one of the means of distribution of basic social goods);
5) security (regulation of activities on safeguard and protection of values, and in case of their damage or destruction, the establishment of procedures for their rehabilitation).

It is emphasized that the level of realization of such directions of indirect influence by such regulation depends on a number of circumstances, among which decisive role is played by its social essence: it is the interest of the dominant part of society, whose will is usually expressed by such legal regulation (and sometimes by the interest of the whole society), the corresponding values determine how the state uses its right as an instrument (means of distribution and protection of the latter).
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In general, it would be natural to assume that the relationship between needs and law is purely one-sided. Definitely, law (including probably all legal phenomena) is created to serve the man, to meet the needs of his existence and development. However, a more meticulous analysis shows that the law has the opposite effect on the formation of human needs and interests.

The reverse influence of legal regulation on needs and interests is carried out in various ways. It consists in the fact that with the help of certain legal means such needs (interests) can be met completely (hundred-per-cent).

Thus, the need of people for a visa-free regime led to the signing of the Visa Waiver Agreement between Ukraine and the EU [here is the official text in English: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=OJ%3AL%3A2017%3A133%3AFULL&from=EN], which took place in Strasbourg on May 17, 2017. Therefore, this Agreement turned out to be quite a sufficient mean to fully satisfy this legal need of the citizens of Ukraine.

**Introduction.** In general, it would be natural to assume that the relationship between needs and law is purely one-sided. Definitely, law (including probably all legal phenomena) is created to serve the man, to meet the needs of his existence and development. However, a more meticulous analysis shows that the law has the opposite effect on the formation of human needs and interests.

The purpose of the article is to consider the influence forms of positive legal regulation on the state of satisfaction of human needs and interests, namely: a) direct, which concerns peculiarly legal needs (consists in direct satisfaction); b) indirect, which affects all other needs and involves promoting and meeting human needs and interests through various legal means.

**Statement of basic materials.** The reverse influence of legal regulation on needs and interests is carried out in two forms:

a) direct, and
b) indirect.

The direct form of such influence concerns the actual legal needs (interests). It consists in the fact that with the help of certain legal means such needs (interests) can be met completely (hundred-per-cent).
The indirect form of such influence affects all other needs (interests) and consists in promoting the satisfaction of human needs and interests through various legal means.

For example, the admission of an entrant as a student of a higher educational institution by the rector’s order helps to satisfy his need for higher education. However, the specified enabling legislation in itself does not directly satisfy the specified needs of the entrant.

Indirect influence of legal regulation on the state of satisfaction of human needs and interests is carried out in such main areas as: signifying (objectifying), orientation, instrumental and commensurate, distributive and protective.

The first direction of influence can be characterized as the influence on the content of needs and interests, its change and formation.

Indeed, legal remedies have the ability not only to serve the satisfaction of a particular need that exists before and independently of them, but also to generate the need for that particular remedy. In psychology, it is called the need objectification direction. “Need in itself, as an internal condition of the subject activity, is only a negative state, a state of need, lack; it receives its positive characteristic only as a result of meeting with the object (‘implementer’) of its ‘objectification’” (Явортєн, 1971: 11).

The famous Soviet philosopher and psychologist, O. M. Leontiev notes: “We say, for example, that a person eats chocolate because he feels the need for chocolate; and such a need can really be felt. Everyone, however, understands that it is not the “chocolate” need inherent in some people creates their consumption of chocolate, but, conversely, the very fact of the existence of chocolate and the experience of its consumption creates a specific need to them” (Явортєн, 1971: 11).

This is the nature of a person’s need for justice, marriage, ensuring non-interference in his personal and family life, and so on. If, for example, to consider a person’s need as a sufficient standard of living, it can be satisfied with sufficient food, clothing, housing in accordance with Art. 48 KU as objects of its objectification.

This means exactly what P.M. Rabinovich once substantiated as an instrumental and defining value of law, which «consists in the fact that legal norms name, denote, point to those phenomena which, from the state's point of view, are intended to meet the needs of one or the other entities and therefore belong to the values. The right itself is a value here because it satisfies the information and orientational needs of the person» (Рабінович, 2006: 24).

The defining (objectifying) direction of the influence of legal regulation plays an extremely important role, as it depends on whether a particular need (interest) can be met.

The second direction of influence of legal regulation is influence on means of need satisfaction. The orientation direction indicates to the person what means and in what sequence it should be used in order to satisfy certain need (interest).

Thus, before filing a commercial claim, the legislator proposes to refer to pre-trial dispute resolution (Section 2 of the Commercial Code of Ukraine) as more efficient, faster and less expensive. A similar rule exists in family law: the spouses who have no dependent children can divorce in two ways: by submitting a joint application to the Registry Office or in a court. Once again, the legislator allegedly hints that it is better to apply to the Registry Office, and to go to court when there is no mutual consent of the spouses (Article 105 of the FCU) (Сімейний кодекс України, 2002).

Part 2 of Art. 11 of International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights notes such means as meeting the need for freedom from hunger, such as:
- improvement of production methods;
- storage and distribution of food by extensive use of technical scientific knowledge, dissemination of knowledge on the principles of nutrition and improvement or reform of agricultural systems so as to achieve the most efficient deployment and use of natural resources;
- ensuring an equitable distribution of world food stocks according to needs and taking into account the problems of countries both importing and exporting.

The orientation direction ensures the effectiveness of meeting the need, because a person will not use chaotic means to meet it, but will develop a fixed sequence of actions based on the rules of law.

This form of influence of legal regulation on the state of satisfaction of human needs and interests becomes possible due to the fact that P.M. Rabinovich defined as an instrumental and commensurate value of law. “It is known that the significance of actions, objects, phenomena is not the same for each subject and that it also changes in social time and social space ... Thus, the value objectivity itself is objectively hierarchical and such hierarchy is obligatory for the appropriate mode of existence of the social subject. Of course, the subjective hierarchy of values must correspond to it. One of the ways to form the latter in a socially heterogeneous society is law” (Рабінович, 2006: 28)

As noted in the literature, the instrumental and commensurate direction of the impact of legal regulation is usually realized through the following technical and legal means:
- location of the description of legally distributed values according to their comparative significance in the regulatory legal acts of different legal force. Consequently, the subjective hierarchy of the regulatory legal acts reflects with some degree of certainty the objective hierarchy of values. Through the prism of the legal and regulatory hierarchy, one can trace the value hierarchy, which is protected by law, ultimately determined by the needs and interests of the dominant class (Неносовській, 1982: 95, 97). Thus, the Basic Law (Constitution), which has the highest legal force in the system of all regulatory legal acts, usually fixes the largest and the most important, from the point of view of the dominant class, vital values;
assignment of values in the norms of different industry affiliation. Thus, the protection of certain social relations by criminal law means that they are recognized as an extrinsic value that is important for the existence, normal life of society (Демидов, 1975: 43);

- distribution, placement of a detailed description of values in different sections of one law;
- inclusion in the regulatory legal acts of instructions on the priority or preference in the choice of certain values in the relevant situation, in particular in case of their conflict, when the law-making body is forced to give preference to certain interests and values or even protect some interests and values to the detriment of others. At the heart of such a conflict may be contradictions, mismatches of needs, namely: a) individual; b) individual, group and general social; c) national and international; d) long-term and short-term; e) reasonable and unreasonable, etc. These contradictions are resolved by establishing criteria for prioritizing needs and increasing the adequacy of their awareness. The criteria approved by the state are enshrined in law;

- legislative consolidation of the prohibition, unconditional inadmissibility of encroachment on certain values, which in such system of public relations are recognized as absolute. Other benefits, which, from the point of view of the legislator, in some situations, in particular in the protection of absolute values, may be caused by a certain damage, are, compared with the first, relative values;
- establishment in the legislation of various types and sizes of incentives according to the level of value of subject’s actions;
- legislative ranking of types and sizes of sanctions for offenses depending on the degree of value of the encroachment object. The more valuable an object that is damaged or destroyed as a result of an illegal act, the more severe sanction is provided for encroaching on it. Thus, the hierarchy of sanctions (if it is correct and justified), being directly proportional to the degree of usefulness of law enforcement values, is a kind of reflection of their own hierarchy (Рабінович, 2006: 27–28).

As an example of ranking of administrative penalties depending on value of encroachment objects we will consider Art. 47, 52 and 172-10 of the Code of Ukraine about Administrative Offenses. It is indicated in Art. 47 that the unauthorized use of subsoil, the conclusion of agreements that directly or implicitly violate the right of ownership of subsoil, entail the imposition of a fine on citizens in the amount of ten to thirty non-taxable minimum incomes for citizens and from thirty to one hundred non-taxable minimum incomes for officials. Art. 52 points out that the deterioration of agricultural and other lands, their contamination with chemical and radioactive substances, oil and petroleum products, untreated wastewater, industrial and other wastes, as well as failure to take measures to control weeds, entail the imposition of fines on citizens in the amount of twenty to eighty non-taxable minimum incomes for citizens and officials and from fifty to one hundred non-taxable minimum incomes for officials. Art. 172-10 stipulates that refusal to comply with the lawful requirements of the commander (chief) entails the imposition of a fine in the amount of seventy to one hundred forty five non-taxable minimum incomes or arrest with detention on guard duty for up to seven days. As we can see, the order of execution in the military formations of Ukraine of orders, which provides the necessary and justified), being directly proportional to the degree of usefulness of law enforcement values, is a kind of reflection of their own hierarchy (Рабінович, 2006: 27–28).

In addition to ranking, the official grading of legal liability measures according to the degree of their severity characterizes the comparative significance of those values that the state deprives the offender depending on the severity of the offense (Підкович, 2006: 28). Such a gradation of measures of legal responsibility is demonstrated, in particular, in Art. 24 of the Code of Ukraine about Administrative Offenses, which specifies the following types of administrative penalties: 1) warnings; 2) fine; 2-1) penalty points; 3) paid seizure of an object that has become an instrument of commission or a direct object of an administrative offense; 4) confiscation: of an object that has become an instrument of commission or a direct object of an administrative offense; money received as a result of committing an administrative offense; 5) deprivation of a special right granted to a given citizen (right to drive vehicles, right to hunt); deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or engage in certain activities; 5-1) public works; 6) corrective work; 6-1) socially useful works; 7) administrative arrest; 8) arrest with detention on guard duty.

In summary, the instrumental and commensurate direction of the influence of legal regulation ensures the correct alignment of priorities in values to meet the needs (interests), as well as the obligation to be responsible for violations of the rules of law.

The fourth form of legal regulation influence on needs (interests) is the distributive direction. In a socially heterogeneous society, law acts primarily as a means of distribution and provision of basic social benefits, so it is seemed to be their formal source. It becomes, so to speak, an «accomplice» in meeting the most important needs of the subjects and a co-organizer of their life necessities.

The level of distributive value of the right is determined by two factors: firstly, the content and scope of the needs of the subject; secondly, the specific types and amounts of those benefits that are rightfully made available to the subject to meet its needs. Consequently, to establish the value of the right in the mentioned aspect, as well as to determine its place in the general system of social means of meeting the needs and interests of the subject is possible only pursuant to what part of the needs (interests) are satisfied by the benefits provided by such right. Operational indicators that allow measuring the level of such value of the right and obtaining its quantitative characteristics can be, in particular, the following indicators:

- the specific density of those needs (interests) that are met only through the law, as part of all needs and interests of the subject;
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The role of law in meeting the needs and interests to which the state attaches legal significance.

Feedback effect largely depends on, firstly, the completeness and accuracy of knowledge of the needs (interests) and in the form that they adjust. It is performed to the extent of the latter. The role of legal regulation in solving general social problems is also quite important, although it is not responsible for their type and scope. Therefore, in this aspect, the value of the right is its derivative, dependent, secondary characteristic. Law in this sense is a value to the same extent as the politics, economics, morality and the spiritual life of society as a whole have the quality of values. The law, even for all its importance, versatility, does not add anything fundamentally new to the general “nomenclature” of social values, “although it significantly strengthens, enriches them” (Алексеев, 1978: 127). It only seems to be colored in the color of the value that it distributes (Алексеев, 1978: 12).

An example of the distributive direction of the influence of legal regulation on meeting the material needs of the relevant subjects can be Art. 70 and Art. 71 of the Family Code of Ukraine, which enshrine the general procedure for the distribution of spouses’ property as material benefits in the event of divorce, which would satisfy the need of each of them to ensure adequate living conditions. Art. 70 stipulates that in the case of division of property that is the object of the right of joint ownership of the spouses, the shares of the property of the wife and husband are equal, unless otherwise provided by agreement between them or by the marriage contract. Art. 71 specifies certain nuances of such a division. Absolutely, property is divided between them in kind. If they do not agree on the order of division of property, the dispute may be resolved by a court. In this case, the court takes into account the interests of the wife, husband, children and other circumstances that are significant (Part 1). Indivisible things are awarded to one of the spouses, unless otherwise specified by agreement between them (Part 2). Things for professional activities are awarded to the spouse who used them in their professional activities. The value of these things is to be taken into account when awarding other property to the second spouse (Part 3 of Article 71).

The fifth form of influence of legal regulation on the needs and interests is the protection direction, which consists in the fact that the law regulates actions for protection, protection of values, and in case of their damage, destruction establishes the order of their restoration. Therefore, any violation of the rule of law “due to the value that it is protected, acts on society directly and very significantly” (Алексеев, 1978: 16).

Usually everyone has such a social need as respect for their honor and dignity and their protection. As it is commonly known, positive law provides legal instruments that help meet this need, namely by going to court with a claim for protection of honor and dignity (Part 3 of Article 297 of the Civil Code of Ukraine).

The above direction is key, because without the security and protection of values, the law will not be able to meet the needs and interests.

Conclusion. To conclude, given all the above mentioned forms of feedback effect, positive legal regulation is just a very important instrumental value in meeting the needs (interests) of an individual or a certain (mostly dominant) part of society, or all participants in public life, or society as a whole. in general.

The level of implementation of such regulation of such areas of indirect influence depends on a number of circumstances. Among them, its social essence plays a decisive role: it is the interest in respective values of the dominant part of society, whose will is usually expressed by such legal regulation (and sometimes the interest of society as a whole), determines how the state uses its law as a tool (means of distribution and protection of the latter). The role of legal regulation in solving general social problems is also quite important, although it is also carried out by it under the control of the interests of the dominant part of society. It is performed to the extent and in the form that they adjust.

Summing up, we should notice that the quality of the implementation of positive legal regulation of the above areas of feedback effect largely depends on, firstly, the completeness and accuracy of knowledge of the needs (interests) of the person, the dominant part of society and other subjects, and, finally, society as a whole, and secondly, on the role of law in meeting the needs and interests to which the state attaches legal significance.
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МИСЬКЕ САМОВРЯДУВАННЯ УКРАЇНСЬКИХ МІСТ У СЕРЕДНЬОВІЧЧІ
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Анотація. Метою статті є дослідити міське самоврядування за часів середньовіччя та сформулювати висновки і пропозиції, які стануть у нагоді під час аналізу сучасного стану самоуправління у містах України. Завданнями, спрямованими на досягнення цієї мети, є проаналізувати позиції сучасних українських вчених щодо магдебурзького права.

Дослідження побудоване на основі превалювання історичного методу. Також застосовуються такі методи, прийняті в юридичній науці: аналіз, синтез, індукція, дедукція. У процесі проведення дослідження автор спирається на герменевтичний та аксіологічний підходи до вибраної проблематики. Варто наголосити на важливих для дослідження сучасного стану самоуправління міст в Україні положеннях: a) у кожному місці самоврядування було унікальним, унікальність зумовлювалась особливостями міста; b) у кожному місті самоврядування було самодостатнім із точок зору наявності представницьких органів, їхніх виконавчих органів (посадової особи з виконавчими функціями), а також судових органів.

Нарешті, варто підкреслити – далеко не усі міста на території сучасної України мали права організувати самоврядування відповідно до грамот, виданих у межах магдебурзького чи хелмінського права. Такі грамоти отримували лише найбільш значні за обсягом населення чи за своїми політичними, економічними та соціальними функціями міста. Невеликі міста, які не мали відповідних грамот, застосовували менш складну систему міського самоврядування. Як правило, вони охоплювали колегіальні представницькі органи (на зразок ради), їхніх виконавчих органів та судових органів. Здебільшого відсутність магдебурзької грамоти означала відсутність міського суду.

Нині в Україні доцільно рекомендувати впровадити підхід, відповідно до якого самоврядування міст має бути адаптованим щодо викликів, які стоять перед територіальними громадами.

Ключові слова: міське самоврядування, міста, середньовічні, магдебурзька грамота, історія міського самоврядування.
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Abstract. The aim of the article is to study city government during the Middle Ages and to formulate conclusions and proposals that will be useful in analyzing the current state of the city government in Ukraine. The tasks aimed at achieving this goal are to analyze the positions of modern Ukrainian scholars on Magdeburg law.

The study is based on the prevalence of the historical method. Methods inherent in legal science, such as analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, are also used. In conducting the study, the author relied on hermeneutic and axiological